ABSTRACT

Indonesia is the famous country with amazing nature. Indonesia contains various nicknames get lungs of the Earth. Beside of that, Indonesia got ranks number three on the fence polluting the world. If Indonesia felled trees, it will affect the world climate. One town in Indonesia's natural wealth is Pagar Alam city. The Pagar Alam’s natural potential is very big. But now some place in Pagar Alam got exploitation of nature, land burning, littering and other disposal forth. Seeing problems from the city of Pagar Alam, then it can be stated that the city of Pagar Alam start in Crisis, there is Ecological Crisis and Crisis That character. Beside of that, the education system today was less exactly because children tend to be trained only to memorize any lessons given. Teachers provide materials and children should be able to memorize the materials. Where as in reality, every child has an interest in and talent is not necessarily the same thing. Also the childs tend to only understand theory but equally once not know operates obviously regarding the actual situation in nature. Based on the problems, functions of a school namely” Green Schools”. Schools will teach how important natural nature so that the next generation can be appreciated nature. With the Green School learning, the student can be expected to understand that the nature of any supply needs. Humans, however differences must be preserved without destroying it. With Green School, next generation can be educated operates psychologically that can be developing the one who can be appreciate and utilize natural. So hopefully when the next generation already mature and is positioned and position of each can be given material when they were in the school are taught that the nature and natural prioritize is the precious hearts decided any the decision is taken.
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